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Samuel Barrett and Ethan Hawkes excavated the Kratz Creek Mound group in the summer of 

1917. Later on in the summer of 1925, Will McKern excavated the Neale and McClaughry 

mound groups. All three of these mound groups were located along the shores of Buffalo Lake in 

central Wisconsin. The purpose of this project is to analyze the mound groups, reveal that Neale 

and Kratz Creek are indications of a larger site, whereas there is no association with the 

McClaughry mound group. I will also be incorporating the Native American belief and ritual into 

interpreting these sites. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 

The Woodland tradition in Wisconsin stands out as a moment in prehistory where society was in 

its prime in complexity. The Woodland tradition began at 2,500 B.P. and saw dramatic shifts in 

Native American culture with the advent of burial mounds, pottery, and horticulture. People 

during the Woodland tradition began as egalitarian bands of hunters and gatherers. These bands 

resided near water sources during the spring and summer seasons then lived in rockshelters 

during the winter season. Woodland societies shifted into tribal societies during the Late 

Woodland stage (Theler and Boszhardt 2003: 138). 

The unique trait of the Woodland tradition is the rise in burial complexity. The elaborate 

creation of burial mounds was seen at during the Early and Middle Woodland stages in the form 

of conical and linear mounds throughout the southern half of Wisconsin. This occurred through 

the Hopewell Interaction Sphere with elaborate complex mound building (Birmingham and 

Eisenberg 2000: 84-85). 

Over time there is increase in elaborate decoration styles for ceramics ranging from lines 

and fingernail impressions to later use of various tools such as notched sticks to create stamps. 

The earliest form of ceramic style in the Woodland tradition is Marion Thick. This ceramic 

vessel is detailed as having straight walls with flat bottoms and having cord marking on both the 

inside and outside surfaces. 

Another diagnostic trait of the Woodland tradition is the modification of the projectile 

point form. The earliest forms seen are straight and contracting stemmed. These points were 

manufactured out of raw material that was quarried from sites located along the Mississippi 
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Valley, south-central Wisconsin, and northern Illinois. Other raw materials used were derived 

through long distance trade with other tribes throughout the country. There were two common 

types of projectile points seen during the Early Woodland stage. The first is the Kramer point 

that is characterized as having straight stems with a straight base and sloping shoulders 

(Boszhardt 2003: 61). The Kramer point is commonly associated with Marion Thick pottery. The 

second point found during the Early Woodland stage is the Waubesa point. This is characterized 

as having a contracting stem with a rounded base and the blade is more triangular (Boszhardt 

2003: 64). The purpose of manufacturing a contracting stem projectile point is suggested for the 

intended use of easy removal and replacement in order to not have to make another spear shaft. 

The Middle Woodland stage made a significant change towards projectile point 

manufacturing and ceramic style. Points were moving away from the straight- and contracting-

stem types to corner-notched and expanding stemmed points. Two common types of corner-

notched and expanding stem points were found in Wisconsin during this time; the first being the 

Snyders corner-notched. The Snyders point is commonly found in southern Wisconsin and 

characterized as having large, broad corner notching with a convex base and a wide, oval biface 

blade (Boszhardt 2003: 67-68). The expanding stem found during the Middle Woodland stage is 

the Steuben. The traits for the Steuben are triangular blades with the stems expanding from 

behind the sharply defined shoulders and commonly have a straight base (Boszhardt 2003: 69-

70). The new ceramic vessel style to follow during the Middle Woodland is Havana Ware. 

Havana Ware is characterized as having dentate designs and rocker-stamped designs with thin 

walls. 

As the Woodland tradition transitioned into the Late Woodland stage, the development of 

projectile points and ceramics took another significant change. The Late Woodland points 
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become increasingly smaller than seen in the previous stages and are associated with the 

development and use of the bow and arrow. Corner notching is still seen in the form of the 

Honey Creek point. The blade is triangular with very small corner notching and the base being 

slightly convex (Boszhardt 2003: 74). The next projectile point seen in the Late Woodland stage 

is Madison Triangular. This point is very small and unnotched with no stem, varying in different 

triangular forms such as isosceles and equilateral. Madison triangular points are the most 

commonly found type found throughout the Midwest. The most common vessel found from the 

Late Woodland stage is Madison Ware. This vessel is globular in form, thin-walled and cord-

marked on the outside surface with a rounded body and came in many forms such as dentate, 

plain, and punctate. The hallmark of this ceramic tradition is the use of twisted cords and fabrics 

in various geometric forms to decorate the rim exterior. 

Occurring at 1,400 B.P. the people of the Late Woodland stage began a dramatic shift in 

technology and social structure. Most importantly ideology and burial practices changed with the 

expansion of mound forms in the shape of animals such as birds and various mammals. This 

phenomenon is known as the “Effigy Mound Culture,” which is restricted to solely southern and 

western Wisconsin as well as portions of neighboring states of Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota 

(Birmingham and Eisenberg 2000: 101-02). While the effigy mounds are noted for their 

elaborate burials and goods, it is argued that they were used as territorial markers and ritual 

practices. (Birmingham and Eisenberg 2000: 116-18) 
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BACKGROUND 
 
 

Buffalo Lake is located in central Marquette County, Wisconsin. The lake is a larger body of 

water situated in the middle of the Fox River. The Fox River flows from Lake Winnebago in 

northeastern Wisconsin and gradually ends near the Wisconsin River in Columbia County, 

Wisconsin. Buffalo Lake is marshland that originally provided an abundance of wild rice and 

continues to provide great marine resources such as fish, turtle, and waterfowl. 

From July to September 1917, Samuel Barrett and Ethan Hawkes began their 

archaeological excavations on the Kratz Creek mound group (Barrett and Hawkes 1919: 8). 

Located on the south shore of Buffalo Lake, the mound group is composed of 51 mounds; of 

these 29 were conical, four were linear, and 18 were effigy. The mound group is parallel to the 

shore and Barrett divided the mounds into four subgroups: The first is the main subgroup, 

located at the mouth of a small creek and contains 36 mounds. The second subgroup consists of 

five mounds and located east of Kratz Point. The third subgroup consists of four mounds and 

rests on the west of the small creek. The fourth and final subgroup composes of solely six conical 

mounds and located further west of the small creek and along the lakeshore (Barrett and Hawkes 

1919: 8). Barrett’s goals were to gain a better interpretation of the effigy mound culture through 

the analysis of stratigraphy and material recovered as well as burials associated with the mounds. 

Throughout the summer of 1925, William McKern conducted field investigations of 

mound groups in Green Lake County as well as mound groups located along Buffalo Lake 

(McKern 1928: 226). The Neale and McClaughry mound groups were originally located at 

Buffalo Lake. Like the Kratz Creek mound group, the Neale mound group was situated along the 
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south shore of Buffalo Lake, whereas the McClaughry mound group resided on the north shore. 

The Neale group was composed of 88 mounds; of which there were 47 conical, 28 effigy, and 13 

undetermined to human destruction (McKern 1928: 229-230). The McClaughry mound group 

consisted of 60 mounds, of which 43 were conical, five were effigy, and three were linear 

(McKern 1928: 231). McKern’s goals for his excavations were to progress the work done on 

effigy mound peoples and enhance the work previously conducted by Barrett in the Buffalo Lake 

region. 

 
 
 

HYPOTHESIS 
 
 

The indication that these mound groups are located within a close vicinity of each other, one 

would be under the impression that these mounds groups have concrete connections both in the 

context of culture and in time. However, with the Neale and Kratz Creek mound groups located 

along the south shore of Buffalo Lake, it is plausible to assume that they are not just two separate 

sites and are in fact a single site since they contain both conical and effigy mound forms. The 

McClaughry mound group, as previously stated, is located along the north shore of Buffalo Lake. 

With the lack of effigy mounds and high density of conical mounds, this site could have been 

created at an earlier time in the Woodland tradition and perhaps by different people. 
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METHODOLOGY 
 
 

The focus of this study is to gain a better interpretation of the Woodland mound culture in the 

Fox River region. The analysis of the Kratz Creek, Neale, and McClaughry mound groups will 

provide a strong starting point on the focus of the Woodland tradition along the Fox River in 

Wisconsin. 

In order to gain a better interpretation of the mound culture at Buffalo Lake and the Fox 

River, my research will focus on the analysis of material culture recovered from previous 

excavations by Barrett and McKern. However, due to time constraints the only material culture 

thoroughly examined is from Kratz Creek. The material of Kratz will include analysis of lithics 

such as projectile points as well as ceramics types. The artifacts recovered were never thoroughly 

analyzed, nor were the ceramic and point typologies that are in common use today are applied to 

these collections because the typologies post-date the excavations by two generations. As a result 

this study will make an attempt to distinguish type names for the projectile points and ceramics 

reported by Barrett and McKern. Another focus will be on the stratigraphy that was recorded at 

all three mound groups. This will provide insight as to how the mounds were constructed and the 

kinds of soil and fills used and the reasons for these strata. 

Burials were known to be at their peak in complexity in terms of mound forms and 

associated material culture during the Woodland tradition. Excavations conducted at the mound 

sites at Buffalo Lake revealed many different types of human burials. The ability to compare and 

contrast Kratz Creek, Neale, and McClaughry through burials types in mounds reported at other 

sites will have a profound impact on interpretation of these sites. 
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While addressing the complexity of human burials in mounds, the complexity of ideology 

and ritual represented in these mound groups is equally important. Native American ideology 

and ritual behavior has not been thoroughly incorporated into the field of archaeology until the 

past two decades with emphasis on burials and stratigraphy. This research will incorporate the 

views of Native American beliefs that have been previously discussed by Robert Hall (Hall 

1997) as well as briefly addressed by Robert Birmingham (Birmingham 2000). 

 
 
 

KRATZ CREEK MOUND GROUP 
 
 

The Kratz Creek mound group was located along the south shore of Buffalo Lake in Marquette 

County, Wisconsin (Figure 1). 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 1.  Kratz Creek Mound Group from Barrett and Hawkes 1919: Figure 1, 12. 
 
 
 

Composed of 51 various mound forms, the site was situated on the highest hill in the Buffalo 

Lake area. The mounds were known to be parallel to the shore, and it was suggested by Barrett 
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that the mound group be divided into four subgroups (Barrett and Hawkes 1919: 14). The first 

subgroup consisted of 36 mounds and is situated at the mouth of the small creek. The second 

subgroup consisted of five mounds and is located on the east side of the main hill. The third 

subgroup consisted of four mounds and was located along the west side of the hill. Finally the 

fourth subgroup was a group of six conical mounds and was further away from the rest of the 

mound groups and situated along a higher hill. 

 
Mound Stratigraphy 
 
Other than the presence of conical, linear, and one compound mound at the Kratz Creek site, the 

effigy mounds were very diverse in shape and form. The effigy forms seen at the site are 

constructed in the form of panthers, lizards, birds, and a rabbit mound. The mounds overall 

showed a common complexity in stratigraphy (Figure 2). 

 

 
 
 

Figure 2.  Mound one stratigraphy at Kratz Creek from Barrett and Hawkes: 1919: Plate 3, 108. 
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Both effigy and conical mounds commonly show an alternating stratigraphy between two 

of the same types of soil. It begins with a single stratum of black loam (or loam indicated in 

Figure 2) followed by an alternating yellow sand and red clay (fire) stratigraphy section (Barrett 

and Hawkes 1919: 17-20). The alternating pattern continues to the mound floor, becomes solid 

red clay and ceases the alternating stratigraphy. When looking in between the alternating section, 

the bundle burials associated at the mound floor are associated with black loam (charcoal earth in 

Figure 2) similar to what is used for the subsurface stratum. 

 
Human Burials 
 
The human burials associated within the mounds at the Kratz Creek site come in three different 

forms: flexed, bundle, and cremation. The most common burial form seen is the flexed burial. 

Flexed burials were commonly associated with both conical and effigy mounds, and all were 

facing south and lying on their right side facing west (Barrett and Hawkes 1919: 26-27). The legs 

were flexed with heels against their hips, arms tucked in front of the chest, and head tilted 

slightly downwards. 

Bundle burials are the next most common burial type (Figure 3). The next most 

common type of burial seen is bundle burials. These were also commonly seen in both 

conical and effigy mounds. The largest set of bundle burials were located in the largest 

conical mound (indicated as mound one). There were a total of 45 bundle burials that 

contained two to four individuals and were situated near the mound floor. Some of the 

remains showed signs of conflict, as one right male pelvis had a quartzite corner notched 

point embedded in it (Figure 4), while another set of bones showed cut marks. The floor 

burial was covered in bright yellow sand and black silt. Other mounds only hold two to 

three bundle burials.  
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Figure 3.  Bundle Burials from conical mound one at Kratz Creek from Barrett and Hawkes 
1919: Plate 14, 129. 
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Figure 4.  Right Pelvis of adult male with embedded projectile point from Barrett and Hawkes 
1919: Plate 19, 139. 

 
 
 

 There were two different types of crematories found at Kratz Creek, human and 

animal. Human cremations were commonly found in the conical mounds and situated 

near or within altars, however there were few indications of crematory deposits in effigy 

mounds (Barrett and Hawkes 1919: 24-25). The crematories in conical mounds showed 

either fully cremated or partially cremated remains. It was noted that there were animal 

crematories in two conical mounds. 
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Artifacts 
 
Various artifacts were found ranging from ceramics to lithic and copper. The artifacts associated 

with the Kratz Creek site were found associated as well as unassociated with the mounds. Most 

lithic and copper material was found outside the mounds; however the ceramics were mainly 

associated with burials (Barrett and Hawkes 1919: 30). 

The lithic material seen composed of projectile point, scrapers, and drills. The projectile 

points were found scattered away from the mounds. The only projectile points found associated 

with the burial mounds were located in mound one. One point was embedded in the right pelvis 

of a male in a bundle burial. Five projectile points were found along with a flexed burial 

surrounding the right knee that was located near the subsurface of mound one. The projectile 

points overall indicated a time period that ranges from the Middle Archaic stage through the Late 

Woodland stage. Lithic tools such as scrapers and drills were never seen in the mounds, and were 

found through surface finds near the site (Barrett and Hawkes 1919: 30-31). Raw material used 

to manufacture these lithic tools and points were derived from western Wisconsin in the Driftless 

Region and southern Wisconsin near the Mississippi River. 

Copper artifacts recovered at the site were not associated with any of the mounds. The 

copper artifacts were found outside the mound group near the creek during phase II excavations 

and were very minimal. These artifacts included awls and copper waste. 

The ceramics recovered were commonly associated with burials within the mounds 

however there were also equal amounts of pottery sherds found outside of the mound groups 

nearby. These sherds show a time period ranging throughout the entire Woodland tradition, 
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varying in forms of Marion Thick, Havana Ware, and different forms of Madison Ware vessels 

(Figure 5). 

 

 
 
 

Figure 5.  Madison Cord-Impressed rim sherd from Kratz Creek from personal image. 
 
 
 
 

NEALE MOUND GROUP 
 
 

The Neale mound group was located along the south shore of Buffalo Lake. Will McKern 

excavated the Neale mound group during the summer of 1925 through the Milwaukee Public 

Museum (McKern 1928: 225-226). The Neale mound group composed of 88 mounds with an 

assortment of effigy (25 given official names, 16 were deemed problematical) and 47 conical 

mounds (Figure 6).  
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Figure 6.  Neale Mound group from McKern 1925: Map 1, 228. 
 
 
 

McKern was able to excavate 24 out of 88 of the mounds. The Neale Mound group was 

situated west of the Kratz Creek mound group and directly on the other side of the small town of 

Packwaukee. 

 
Stratigraphy 
 
There was little difference in stratigraphy between the effigy and conical mounds at the Neale 

site. The effigy mound stratigraphy commonly showed yellowish sand that was mottled with 

darker spots and streaks, then alternating with reddish-boulder clay until getting to the mound 

floor where it resulted with the reddish-boulder clay being the final stratum (McKern 1928: 241-

244). There were some instances where burials in effigy mounds were covered with mucky, 

blackish silt that had some mottling. 

The conical mounds did by chance show similarities with the effigy mounds. The conical 

mounds had similar alternating yellow sand and red clay strata, however there was an additional 
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stratum of mucky, blackish silt that had less mottling and more of color consistency (McKern 

1928: 242). This common indication of black silt was seen as a subsurface layer before the 

alternating layers of yellow sand and red clay. 

 
Burials 
 
The burials seen within the Neale mounds showed flexed and bundle burials. The only flexed 

burial noted by McKern during excavations was seen in the sole bird effigy located in the wing. 

Out of the 15 effigy mounds excavated, only eight had burials and were primarily bundle burials, 

with one burial per mound and only effigy mound containing two bundle burials. The conical 

mounds contained bundle burials and one disintegrated burial. Out of the nine conical mounds 

excavated, two had bundle burials and one disintegrated burial As a result, the two-thirds of the 

effigy mounds examined proved to be burials mounds, whereas two-thirds of the conical mounds 

excavated contained no evidence of burials (McKern 1928: 248). 

 
Artifacts 
 
The Neale mound group has very few artifacts compared to that of the Kratz Creek site. Artifacts 

found associated with the mounds were lithic tools such scrapers and a celt found associated with 

a burial in mound 50, as well as a cache of net sinkers in mound 8. No projectile points were 

found associated with the mounds. There is some evidence of small ceramics sherds that were 

found associated with a flexed burial in mound 11 that showed traits of Madison Ware 

decorations (McKern 1928: 306-307). 
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MCCLAUGHRY MOUND GROUP 
 
 

Will McKern also excavated the McClaughry mound group in the summer of 1925 during his 

excavations at the Neale mound site. The McClaughry site was located along the north shore of 

Buffalo Lake and along a small natural stream running from the north into the lake (Figure 7).  

 

 
 
 

Figure 7.  McClaughry Mound Group Site I from McKern 1928: Map 2, 230. 
 
 
 

The mound group was divided into two sites: The first site composed of 60 mounds of 

which 47 were conical, five bi-conical, three linear, and five effigy mounds. Thirty-six out of the 

60 mounds were excavated from site one. The second site composed solely of 22 conical 

mounds, of which three were excavated (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8.  McClaughry Mound Group Site II from McKern 1928: Map 3, 232. 
 
 
 

Stratigraphy 
 
The stratigraphy in both the conical and effigy mounds showed no striking difference in 

McClaughry site one. The majority of the stratigraphy was black sand with slight mottles of light 

brown, then alternating with yellow sand until the mound floor was undisturbed light yellow 

sand (McKern 1928: 243). The second McClaughry site showed different stratigraphy compared 

to site one. Instead of indication of black sand with some slight mottling, there is light grayish-

yellow sand alternating with yellow sand and the mound floor having undisturbed dull yellow 

sand (McKern 1928: 244). 
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Human Burials 
 
Flexed and rebundle burials were seen at the McClaughry 1 site. The conical mounds contained 

46 burials that resulted in the identification of 62 individuals. Twenty-nine of these individuals 

were rebundle burials, eight were flexed, and nine were poorly preserved. A conical mound 

(mound 28) contained 11 bundle burials, representing 21 individuals. These bundle burials were 

done on different occasions over time. When it pertains to the effigy mounds excavated, four had 

inclusive bundle burials that represented 17 individuals (McKern 1928: 250). 

Two of the threeconical mounds excavated at McClaughry site had potential evidence of 

human remains on the mound floor. The only evidence indicative of human remains was 

discoloration on the mound floor (McKern 1928: 256). 

 
Artifacts 

Artifacts found at McClaughry site I were not independent of burials. Artifacts consisted of 

copper such as float copper and a copper chisel in mound 28 as well as copper awls seen in 

mounds 49 and 54 (McKern 1928: 258-259). This shows a higher concentration of copper when 

compared to both the Kratz Creek and Neale mound group sites. 

Few lithic artifacts were recovered from both McClaughry sites. The only lithics seen 

derived from McClaughry 1 site. Only 16 chert points and three quartzite points were recovered 

and most were not associated with burials. Three points (one quartzite and two chert points) were 

found with an adult male flexed and child burial. These points were located near the male’s skull 

(McKern 1928: 259). 
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For ceramic artifacts, there is a high concentration of pottery sherds as well as evidence 

of pipes. Elbow clay pipes were found associated with bundle burials in both mounds 16 and 51 

(Figure 9). 

 
 
 

.  
 
 

Figure 9.  Elbow-clay pipe recovered from McClaughry1 site from McKern 1928: Figure 53, 
411. 

 
 
 

Over 800 pottery fragments were recovered from 28 mounds that showed traits of 

Havana and Madison Ware. There was high evidence of Madison Ware such as Madison 

Plain and Madison Collared. 

 
 
 

INTERPRETATION OF SITES THROUGH NATIVE AMERICAN IDEOLOGY 
 
 

North American archaeology has straddled on the line between studying material culture and the 

beliefs and ritual practices of North American Indians. Archaeologists have come under some 
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criticism by Native Americans, who question the ethics of archaeologists conducting excavations 

are doing it solely for their own benefit or also trying to help the Native Americans by studying 

their ancestors and incorporating their mythology into what the archaeologist finds. In 

Archaeology of the Soul by Robert Hall, the meaning of archaeology through Native American 

mythology is addressed. Rather than speak in a scientific tone, Hall seeks to speak through North 

American belief and ritual in order to provide insight to the individuals whose ancestors provided 

the source material for archaeologists. Of Native American heritage Hall believed that his 

contribution would provide a great resource and inspiration “to facilitate a broader recognition of 

the continent-wide roots of many varieties of American Indian experience, and give direction to 

a generation seeking ways in which to discover or express its Indianness.” (Hall 1997: x-xi) 

This section will integrate various North American Indian belief and ritual into what was 

discovered at Kratz Creek, Neale, and McClaughry mound group sites. It will also give 

background to each North American Indian myth ranging from the Earth Diver myth to the tale 

of Manabush that is being collaborated into the analysis of the mound group sites. 

 
The Earth Diver Myth 
 
The Earth Diver theme is seen in various parts of the world among different groups. Originated 

in Finland, the theme spread eastward across Russia and then transitioned to groups in North 

America (Hall: 1997: 19). The theme is about an animal that dives into the sea in order to 

retrieve black mud from the bottom. It is described that many animals make the bold attempt to 

bring back mud however only one is able to do so. 

Black mud is commonly derived from wetland sources. This mud is then used to cover or 

be associated with the deceased to incorporate the earth diver and renewal of the earth around 

them. Rectangular grave pits would be excavated into the ground before a mound was built 
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above, then once the burials were placed the black mud would cover or surround the burials. It 

has commonly been seen that the black mucky soil is laid in a pattern with yellow sand and red 

soil stratigraphy (Hall 1997: 19). 

The stratigraphy seen at the Kratz Creek mound group shows common distinctions 

similar to what Hall addresses, which correlates with the Earth Diver myth. Seen in conical 

mound 1 there is an alternating section composing of yellow sand and red clay, and surrounding 

the bundle burials is black loam (see Figure 2). This similar trait is also seen at the Neale mound 

group site with the effigy mounds that had burials associated with them. However, at the 

McClaughry sites 1 and 2, we see no traits of alternating yellow sand and red clay stratigraphy, 

nor any black mud associated with any burials excavated. 

 
Spirit Bundles 
 
Bundle burials are secondary burials, the primary burial had taken place elsewhere. The deceased 

are originally placed on a scaffold or platforms for a period of time until they fully decay and 

only their bones remain. Their bones are then collected and placed together in a bundle, which 

managed to make them light enough to carry for travel. These bundled remains were then 

scheduled for a reburial for the convenience of the seasonal movement of groups as well as for 

the appropriate location. The remains would show some slight modification after death, such as 

holes being drilled into the long bones, which would allow the release of the spirit (Hall 1997: 

27-31). These human remains would then be buried in the center of a mound. 

Barrett reported evidence of modification to some of the remains at the Kratz Creek 

mound group that did show evidence of cut marks on the long bones, but nothing indicated 

drilled holes (Barrett and Hawkes 1919: 37). There was no evidence of modification to the 

remains recovered from the Neale and McClaughry sites. 
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Manabush 
 
Native American groups have different gods and spirits in their rituals and beliefs. The most 

common god used throughout is the Manabush. Manabush is known as the “Great Rabbit,” who 

was sworn to protect the earth and all its inhabitants. The story of the Manabush varies with each 

Native American tribe, however the one used for interpretation is from the Winnebago tribe. 

The Earthmaker created Earth followed by living things to inhabit it. Earthmaker then 

decided to establish heroes that would guard the inhabitants such as the weak humans. The first 

four heroes, the trickster Foolish-One, Turtle, Bladder, and He-who-wears-human-heads-as-

earrings, failed to protect Earth and the inhabitants. As a result, the Earthmaker decided to create 

a new hero called Hare (Hall 1997: 70). 

Charged with protecting Earth and its inhabitants, the Hare managed to successfully 

defend against the evil spirits that would harm humans. Over time, the Hare took on the shape of 

human form. As he continued to be a protector, Earthmaker revealed to the Hare that humans 

were ultimately destined for death. Angered by this revelation, Hare vowed that to all things 

death will come, resulting in destruction to the Earth. Having heard of this news, Earthmaker 

sent the previously failed heroes one by one in order to return Hare from the earth; unfortunately 

each hero failed at the attempt. As a result, Earthmaker managed to make a compromise with 

Hare by promising holy teachings that Hare could benefit the humans. 

Overtime, Manabush became lonesome while protecting Earth and Earthmaker decided 

to give him a friend in the form a pure white wolf that would not only provide companionship 

but also provide hunting. During their time together, Manabush told the wolf that they were the 

only gods on Earth because they were in the Beneath (underworld). The gods in the Beneath 

were able to hear of this and became offended, resulting in the White Bears decided to murder 
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the wolf. When Manabush caught word of the plot to kill his friend and warned wolf of the 

imminent danger. However the White Bears managed to create a diversion that led wolf away 

from Manabush, eventually falling through the frozen lake and drowning in the frozen waters 

below (Hall 1997: 61). 

The effigy mound culture has shown that many different kinds of animals were 

represented in the shape of mounds constructed. However, a mound shaped in the form of a 

rabbit has been rare to see among mound groups. During the 1917 field excavations, Barrett 

noted that there was one rabbit mound associated with the Kratz Creek site. Barrett also added 

that there were many more rabbit mound forms with other mound groups within the Buffalo 

Lake region (Barrett and Hawkes 1919: 62-63). The rabbit mound could be the representation of 

Manabush; integrating the story of the great rabbit and how he lives near a large lake, one can 

see the distinct similarities of the Manabush myth and the representation seen at Kratz Creek. 

 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
 

Overall, what we see is more commonalities between the Kratz Creek and Neale mound group 

sites, whereas there is little similarities of both McClaughry sites to the previously mentioned 

sites. Both Kratz Creek and Neale mound group sites have similarities in the forms of 

stratigraphy in the mounds constructed, as well as material remains that were found during the 

excavations conducted by Barrett and Hawkes in 1917, and excavations conducted by McKern in 

1925. The material recovered from the Kratz Creek and Neale indicate a time common time 

period between Middle Archaic through Late Woodland, whereas the evidence derived from the 

McClaughry sites indicates Middle thru Late Woodland. 
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While there was heavy emphasis on the artifacts from the Kratz Creek mound group, 

further study on the artifacts recovered from the Neale and McClaughry mound groups could 

help provide a better insight on the ceramic types as well as study of lithics to see where the raw 

material was coming from. Projectile points that were recovered could be given typologies and 

would assist in defining an approximate date for the sites (along with the ceramic sherds). 

The incorporation of Native American belief and ritual also helped provide an 

interpretation of the rituals and beliefs that were might have been represented at these mound 

groups. Native American belief and ritual is becoming more a requirement to implement in the 

conducting of archaeology. Artifacts should not be seen merely as material that was recovered 

from an archaeological excavation. Artifacts have significant meanings while being 

manufactured and used by groups in prehistory. Not only do they have a part in telling a story, 

but also most importantly had a role in Native American mythology. The decorations seen on 

ceramic vessels were made perhaps to interpret a Native American God. Perhaps the projectile 

point made out of Prairie du Chien chert and heat-treated was to be placed with a burial for 

ceremonial purposes. The discussion of the Earth Diver myth as well as on Manabush was 

integrated to show the commonalities seen with the rituals and beliefs as well as with the Kratz 

Creek, Neale, and McClaughry mound group sites. 
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